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We have measured the polarization of fluorescence emitted by the noble gases He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe
following impact excitation by polarized electrons. In He, the 33P→23S transition was studied; in the heavy
noble gases thenp5(n11)p 3D3→np5(n11)s 3P2 transitions were analyzed. We investigated these transi-
tions as candidates for efficient optical electron polarimetry and found that, because of their larger excitation
cross sections and analyzing power, the heavy noble gases are superior to He, which had been used previously
as a polarimetric target. Several issues with regard to the implementation and accuracy of optical electron
polarimetric techniques are discussed.

PACS number~s!: 34.80.Dp, 07.60.Fs, 07.90.tc, 34.80.Nz

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the idea of optical electron polarimetry was dis-
cussed as early as 1956@1#, the first detailed proposals for
such a technique were made by Farago and Wykes more than
a decade later@2#. Optical schemes have a number of attrac-
tive features when compared with traditional Mott polarim-
etry. Not requiring high voltage, they are relatively easy to
implement, have good analyzing power, and have the poten-
tial to provide an absolute polarimetric standard without re-
quiring calibration or resort to dynamical theoretical calcula-
tion. The Farago and Wykes proposals involved the impact
excitation of group-IIB targets~Zn, Cd, Hg! by electrons
whose polarization was to be determined, with measurement
of the circular polarization of the subsequent fluorescence.
The first demonstration of the optical method was made by
Eminyan and Lampel in 1980, using a zinc target@3#. Wolcke
et al. used mercury in a similar fashion three years later@4#.

Subsequently, Gay proposed the use of He instead of the
group-IIB elements@5#. Helium has some significant advan-
tages for polarimetry, the two most important being its prac-
ticality as an electron scattering target and its realization of
the original hope of Farago and Wykes for a polarimetric
technique not requiring calibration. A He polarimeter was
first demonstrated at Mu¨nster@6#, and has since been used in
a number of other laboratories@7,8#.

In a standard optical measurement, photons produced by
polarized electron-impact excitation are observed along the
direction of the initial polarization vector~e.g.,Pŷ; see Fig.
1!. The scattered electrons are not detected. In this case, a
generic polarimeter equation may be written@9# involving P:

h25gP~11bh3![AP. ~1!

Hereg andb are constants that depend on the atomic target
and the specific optical transition used and are, ideally, inde-
pendent of the incident electron energyE. The quantityA is
usually referred to as the polarimeter’s ‘‘analyzing power.’’
The relative Stokes parametersh2 andh3 are the circular and
linear polarization of the light, respectively, the latter being
associated with the incident electron-beam direction~e.g.,ẑ!
and x̂. ~The third Stokes parameterh1 is the linear polariza-
tion in the xz plane corresponding to axes at 45° and 135°
relative toẑ, and will be considered below.! The value ofh3
corresponds to the second moment of electron density along
ẑ ~alignment!, and generally depends onE.

The values ofg andb may depend onE for two reasons.
If the electron beam has sufficient energy to excite states that
lie above the initial statei of the relevant optical transition,
they may decay intoi at a rate that varies with their popula-
tion, and hence withE. Alternatively, if the total orbital an-
gular momentumL and spin angular momentumS of the
collision complex are not conserved separately during the
collision, or if i is not a well-LS-coupled state,g andb will
generally exhibit an energy dependence@10,11#. The former
situation can occur when significant spin-orbit forces act on
the continuum electron~Mott scattering!, or when a tempo-
rary negative ion is formed during the collision. Negative ion
resonances also affecth3 @5#. When all of the above effects
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus with
the coordinate system used in the text. Open arrows indicate elec-
tron polarization vectors.
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are negligible,g andb can be calculated using angular mo-
mentum coupling algebra only, and thusP can be extracted
directly from Eq.~1! without the need for a calibration mea-
surement. This is the case with He whenE is in the range
from 23.0 eV, the excitation threshold ofi , the 33P state, to
23.6 eV, the threshold for the 43S state, the first important
upper cascading level.~The 33P to 2 3P branching ratio for
decay of the 33D state is 1.831024 @12#.!

The elegance of optical electron polarimetry is this: by
measuring the three relative Stokes parametersh1, h2, and
h3, one determinesP and, simultaneously, characterizes the
polarimeterin situ. The circular polarizationh2 is propor-
tional to P, and the polarimeter’s analyzing powerA, a dy-
namical energy-dependent quantity, is given byh3. Finally,
if either resonances or spin-orbit forces are important, or ifi
is not a Russell-Saunders state, the linear polarization frac-
tion h1 will be nonzero andg and b cannot be calculated
simply @9#. ~A particularly vivid example of this is seen with
Hg @4#.! Thus in cascade-free regions ofE, measurement of
h1 serves as a check of the validity of Eq.~1!.

We have recently completed a study of polarized electron
scattering by the heavy noble gases Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, with
the goal of searching for evidence of spin-orbit forces acting
on the continuum electron@11#. To do this, we measured
values of h1 for light emitted by thenp5(n11)p 3D3
Russell-Saunders states.„Of all the states in thenp6(n11)p
manifold, only the3D3 state is a pure triplet with goodLS
coupling. The others exhibit varying levels of intermediate
coupling, i.e., do not have well-defined values ofL andS
@9#.… Nonzeroh1 values, which we failed to find, would have
been a clean signature of such forces. In the course of this
work, however, it dawned on us that the transitions we were
studying represented ideal candidates for optical electron po-
larimetry.

In Table I, we list some characteristics of the relevant
transitions for the3D3 states in the heavy noble gases we
studied as well as the polarimetric 33P–23S transition in
He. Four potential advantages of the heavy noble gas transi-
tions are apparent. Their peak optical excitation cross sec-
tions and threshold analyzing powers are larger than those of
He, meaning that for a given electron input current and po-
larization, the fluorescence will be brighter and more polar-

ized with heavy noble gas targets. Moreover,A for the heavy
noble gases is enhanced by collisionally produced alignment
~given by h3! instead of being reduced as it is with He.
~Values of h3 are positive for all transitions and energies
considered here.! Finally, the gap between the initial-state
threshold energyEt and the first cascade thresholdEc are
bigger for Ne, Ar, and Kr than for He. This gap can be
important because very precise measurements must be made
at or belowEc . If gap is small, the effective polarimetric
cross section is correspondingly small because of its proxim-
ity to the null threshold cross section. Moreover, a larger gap
is useful because electron beams with wider energy profiles
can be analyzed entirely in the ‘‘safe’’ range betweenEt and
Ec . Thus Ne is significantly better than He in this regard, but
Xe is worse. All of these factors contribute to the polarimeter
operating efficiency, which will be defined and discussed be-
low.

A final advantage of the heavy noble gases is illustrated in
Figs. 1 and 2. The ultimate accuracy of an optical polarime-
ter is determined in part by how accurately the analyzing
powerA, or, equivalently,h3, can be measured. In the case
of He, h3 varies rapidly with energy just above threshold.
~Several conjectures for this behavior have been advanced
@18–20#.! Thus, with He, the measured value ofP depends
sensitively on the energy profile of the incident beam. In
contrast, h3 for the np5(n11)p 3D3→np5(n11)s 3P2
transitions in all the heavy noble gases varies slowly withE
@9#, so the prospects for accurate measurements ofA are
better in these systems. This advantage is enhanced both by
the fact that He has the only negativeb in Table I, and that it
has the largest magnitude.

The heavy noble gases have at least two disadvantages as
polarimetry targets. Neon, Kr, and Xe are much more expen-
sive than He. More important, however, are the potential
effects of negative-ion resonances ong andb. In He, typical
resonance lifetimes~;10214 s @21#! are much shorter than
the fine-structure relaxation times~corresponding to the split-
tings between the fine-structure levels! for then53 manifold
~;10211 s!. In the heavy noble gases, however, most reso-
nance lifetimes~;10214 s @21#! are comparable to or longer
than thenp5(n11)p manifold fine-structure periods. Thus,
if resonances occur in these systems at energies where the

TABLE I. Polarimetric transitions for the noble gases~see text!. Values ofg, b, andA ~threshold! are
taken from Refs.@5# and @9#.

Target Transition
Et

~eV!
Ec

~eV!
First

cascading statesmax ~10219 cm2! g b
A

~threshold!

He 33P→2 3S
~3889 Å!

23.00 23.59 43Sa 7.0 ~Ref. @13#! 0.5000 20.3333 0.4390

Ne 33D3→2 3P2
~6402 Å!

18.55 19.66 43P2
o 91 ~Ref. @14#! 0.6663 0.2230 0.7315

Ar 4 3D3→3 3P2
~8115 Å!

13.07 13.90 3d3 260 ~Ref. @15#! 0.6667 0.2222 0.7317

Kr 5 3D3→4 3P2
~8112 Å!

11.44 12.11 3d3 120b ~Ref. @16#! 0.6214 0.2768 0.6959

Xe 63D3→5 3P2
~8819 Å!

9.72 9.94 53F4
o 280b ~Ref. @16#! 0.6322 0.3098 0.7080

aThe 33D state decays almost exclusively to the 23P state~see text!.
bExtrapolated to zero target pressure.
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measurements are made, significant departures ofg and b
from their kinematic values could, in principle, occur.

In Sec. II, we discuss the experimental apparatus we used
to make these measurements and the procedures we fol-
lowed. Section III presents our results and conclusions.

II. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

The apparatus we used in these experiments has been de-
scribed at length in three previous reports@7,9,22#, and is
shown schematically in Fig. 1. A GaAs source produces a
beam of transversely polarized electrons~with momentum
alongẑ and polarization alongx̂!, whose polarization is ana-
lyzed by a concentric-cylinder Mott polarimeter. The elec-
tron beam subsequently traverses a longitudinalB field that
rotates the spin direction toŷ. In the target chamber, the

beam is decelerated from its transport energy of 2 keV to
energies below 200 eV, and crosses a multicapillary-array
effusive gas target before being collected in a Faraday cup.

Light emitted from the target region alongŷ is collected
by a borosilicate lens with an acceptance half-angle of 9° and
a nominal focal length of 120 mm. This lens is part of the
target chamber vacuum wall. The light then passes through
several circular apertures 3.8 cm in diameter, a dichroic film
polarizer, a retardation plate, and a narrow-band interference
filter before being refocused onto the GaAs photocathode of
a single-photon-counting photomultiplier tube~PMT!.

In these studies, we measured optical excitation functions
for the transitions in question, as well as the relative inte-
grated Stokes parameters. Excitation functions were mea-
sured between threshold and 100 eV for all five gases, with
photon count rates normalized to incident beam current and
the target number densityn. The value ofn was inferred
from knowledge of the stagnation pressure behind the effu-
sive multicapillary array using the model discussed by Lucas
@23#. The pressure was measured with a capacitance manom-
eter. At each energy, the electron beam was tuned to maxi-
mize the photon signal. One beam tuning was usually suffi-
cient for the energy range from threshold to about 5 eV
above threshold, and tuning was adjusted at each energy
above this. By adjusting beam focusing, we also demon-
strated that the entire incident electron current was being
collected in the Faraday cup. We also checked that the fluo-
rescence yield was proportional to target gas pressure and, by
placing neutral density filters in the GaAs source laser beam,
to incident electron current. The use of neutral density filters
allowed us to attenuate the electron beam without changing
its spatial profile. Excitation function measurements were
made with the retarder removed from the optical train and
with the linear polarizer transmission axis placed at a 35.2°
angle relative to the electron-beam direction. This latter pro-
cedure was used to eliminate the effect of excited-state align-
ment on the fluorescence yield@20,24#. After these data were
taken~and the apparatus disassembled!, we learned that the
correct polarizer angle is 54.8°@24#. Thus the excitation
functions reported here have some residual polarization de-
pendence. This effect is relatively small, however, and can be
calculated from knowledge ofh3 ~see Fig. 9 of Ref.@9#!. For
all four targets,h3 drops below 0.2 within 4.5 eV of thresh-
old, so that the ‘‘true’’ intensity is at most 12% greater than
we measured. The worst case is at threshold, where the in-
tensities we observed are approximately 24% below their
polarization-independent value. In any case, the energy-
dependent corrections to the excitation functions for each
target are very similar because their respectiveh3 curves are
so much alike.

A number of systematic checks were made of the inte-
grated Stokes parameter measurements. The linear polariza-
tion h3 was determined in a number of cases using two dif-
ferent methods. The first involved the simple rotation of the
linear polarizer, which was followed by and attached to the
quarter-wave plate, with its fast axis at 45° relative to the
polarizer’s transmission axis. The quarter-wave plate thus
minimized linear instrumental polarization due to the re-
maining downstream optical elements, including the PMT. In
the second, more standard method, the retarder was rotated
upstream of the fixed polarizer. Both methods yielded the

FIG. 2. Linear polarization fractionh3 of the 33P→23S ~3889
Å! transition in He, and the 3p 3D3→3s 3P2 ~6402 Å! transition in
Ne, near their excitation thresholds. Horizontal arrows indicate the
kinematically required threshold value ofh3; vertical dotted lines
indicate the excitation threshold energies. The He data include those
of Refs.@6# ~solid circles!, @8# ~open circles!, and@17# ~solid line!,
as well as those of this work~solid squares; see also Ref.@7#!. Neon
data are from this work and that of Ref.@9#. In the cases of Refs.@6#
and @17#, data below the indicated excitation thresholds are due to
the different criteria used to designate the onset energy of signal
above background, causing an effective lowering of the energy
scale by;0.1 eV for these data. Our data for Ne below threshold
essentially indicate the residual background polarization, and are all
within 2 standard deviations of zero.
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same values ofh3 in all cases studied.
Overall linear instrumental polarization of the optical

train was studied using an unpolarized light source, consist-
ing of incandescent light sent through an optical fiber bundle,
followed by two disks of opal glass. This source was placed
at the center of the electron-gas interaction region, and emit-
ted light with an approximate cosu distribution aboutŷ. The
light source in this configuration was axially symmetric
aboutŷ, and could be rotated about this axis. By systematic
rotation of the source and all elements~including lenses! of
the optical train, we concluded that bothh1 andh3 instru-
mental asymmetries were at a level below 0.005. Instrumen-
tal asymmetries associated withh2 andh1 were eliminated
by optical flipping of the electron spins at their source.

Other systematic polarization checks included variation of
collimating aperture diameters in the optical train, tests of
the polarization dependence on target pressure, optical train
axis variation, and changing of electron-beam focusing and
steering. All of these tests indicated systematic effects below
0.005. Corrections to the Stokes parameters for finite-solid-
angle acceptance of the optical train were about 0.008, and
were uncertain by 0.001. Background corrections were small
in most cases and have been discussed in detail in Ref.@9#.

Two polarizers were used for wavelengths above and be-
low 650 nm, respectively. An achromatic polymer sheet re-
tarder was used for all the heavy noble gases, while a zeroth-
order quartz waveplate was used for He. The largest
uncertainties in the Stokes parameters were due to uncer-
tainty in the optical constants of these elements. The optical
constants~the position of the transmission axis and the po-
larizing efficiency of the polarizers; the position of the fast
axis and the retardance of the retarders! were measured at
each wavelength using collimated white light with a beam
diameter of about 3 cm, equivalent to the beam in the optical
polarimeter, passed through the appropriate optical filter. We
generally measured values significantly different than those
quoted by the manufacturers for all quantities except the po-
sitions of the polarizer transmission axes and the zeroth-
order quartz retarder fast axis. The most serious discrepancy
occurred in the position of the achromatic retarder fast axis,
which we measured, using two independent methods@25,26#,
to be 7°62° off that quoted by the manufacturer. Unfortu-
nately, we had made all our polarization measurements ref-
erenced to the quoted fast axis, so a;5% correction had to
be made to these data. The causes of these discrepancies are
unclear, but they may be due in part to the fact that the
measurements of optical constants made by the manufactur-
ers were done with narrow beams, whereas our measure-
ments represent an average over most of the respective ele-
ments.

As a check on our optical measurements ofP, we also
made Mott polarization measurements~see Sec. III!. The
configuration of our apparatus allowed us to make these
measurements simultaneously. The transmission through the
Mott polarimeter, however, was severely dependent on the
high voltage placed on its inner cylinder, and this limited us
to Mott analyzing energies below 25 keV when simultaneous
optical measurements were made. Mott measurements were
made as described in Ref.@22#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electron polarimeters may be characterized and compared
by using a parameter called the ‘‘figure of merit’’S, which is

inversely proportional to the square of the time required to
make a measurement ofP to a given statistical uncertainty
@27#. All other factors being equal, the largerS, the better the
polarimeter. The definition ofS, including its general inci-
dent energy dependence, is

S~E![A2~E!S I d~E!

I i~E! D , ~2!

whereI i is the number of electrons per second entering the
polarimeter, andI d is the detector count rate. The ratio
I d(E)/I i(E) is sometimes called the polarimeter’s ‘‘effi-
ciency,’’ F(E). In order to estimate the relative figures of
merit of the various noble gas targets, we measured the op-
tical excitation functionsI d(E) of each transition, as well as
the Stokes parameters. For a given target,I d(E) is propor-
tional to s(E), the optical excitation cross section@14#. We
now consider two quantities that are each proportional to
S(E) for a given target.

~1! The ‘‘ideal’’ figure of merit, S i(E). This quantity,
which is independent of apparatus-specific parameters, is de-
fined as

S i~E![A2~E!s~E!. ~3!

It thus provides a basis for evaluating the intrinsic relative
merit of various transitions as candidates for polarimetry.

~2! The ‘‘practical’’ figure of merit,Sp(E). For a given
apparatus,S(E) will depend upon a variety of factors includ-
ing PMT efficiency, solid angle subtended by the optical
train, transport efficiency of the electron-optical input ele-
ments, and the transmission of the optical interference filter
used to isolate the transition in question. In order to provide
an example of how actual polarimetric figures of merit can
vary from target to target for a given apparatus, for our mea-
surements we define

Sp~E![A2~E!F~E!/n. ~4!

ThusSp is essentially a target-density-normalized version of
S. As mentioned above,n for our experiment is calculated
using the model of Lucas@23# and the target stagnation pres-
sure above the effusive source. While we expect that our
knowledge ofn using this method will not be accurate to
better than a factor of 2 or 3 for a given gas, relative densities
needed for the comparison ofSp for two targets should be
known considerably better than this.

Our measurements ofI d(E), proportional to the optical
excitation cross sections, are shown in Fig. 3. They have
been normalized at their maximum values to the absolute
optical peak cross sections of Refs.@13–16#. The normaliza-
tion was done at the peak values because relative statistical
errors are least there, as are possible pressure-dependent ef-
fects @28#. Several other excitation function measurements,
also normalized, where necessary, to the peak cross sections
are shown in these figures for comparison.

In order to calculateS i(E) and Sp(E), the functions
A(E) were obtained using the calculations and data of Refs.
@8# and @9#. We takeA(E) to be the kinematically required
threshold value of the analyzing powerA(Et), times the ratio
h2(E)/h2(Et). The various values ofA(Et), listed in Table
I, take into account the hyperfine depolarization and isotopic
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makeup of each target and assume that at threshold, only
states withml50 are excited@9#. CombiningA(E) ands(E)
@obtained by normalizing our measured values ofI d(E) to
the peak optical cross sections# yields S i(E) for each gas.
These results are shown in Fig. 4. Inspection of this figure
confirms our initial contention that the heavy noble gases are
superior to helium as polarimetric targets; figures of merit for
neon, the least efficient heavy noble gas target, are 20–30
times those of He at the same incident electron energies.

The polarimeter constantsg andb can be calculated al-
gebraically only belowEc . Thus the most accurate measure-
ments ofP ~i.e., those not requiring calibration! should be
made atEc . In Table II, we have listedS i(Ec) andSp(Ec)
for the various gases normalized to He values of unity. We
note thatS i(Ec) for Xe is relatively low compared to the
other heavy noble gases. This is because of its small gap
betweenEt andEc . We compare also the maximum values
of Si andSp relative to the He cascade values in Table II.
Measurements ofP at the energies corresponding to these
maxima would require calibration, but this can be donein
situ simply by measuring the ratioh2~Emax!/h2(Ec), where
Emax is the energy at which the maximum value ofSp ~or Si!
occurs.

The largest value ofSi~Emax! we find is for argon:
8.2310218 cm2. This number can be used to estimate the
maximum practical figure of merit that can be realized with
optical polarimeters. Our effusive target had an effective ar-
eal densitynl of about 1011 cm22, with l being defined es-
sentially by the overlap of the electron beam and the field of
view of the optical train. Thenl product could easily be
increased to;1014 by using a static gas target cell without
danger of radiation trapping@28#. Taking an optical solid
angle of 831022 sr and a transmission/detection efficiency
of 0.03 for the optical train~our apparatus values! yields a
best-case figure of merit with argon of 1.531027.

FIG. 3. Optical cross sections for the polarimetric transitions,
obtained by normalization of the peak counting rates to the maxi-
mum absolute apparent optical cross sections~smax! listed in Table
I. Shown also are the optical cross sections of Refs.@28# ~triangles!
and@29# ~open circles! for He, both normalized to the peak value of
Ref. @13#; Ref. @14# ~open circles! for Ne; Ref. @15# ~open circles!
for Ar; and Ref.@16# ~open circles! for Kr and Xe. The Xe and Kr
data of Ref.@16# have been extrapolated to zero target pressure.
Data sets have been shifted in energy to provide the best matching
of energy-dependent features.

FIG. 4. Ideal figures of merit for the various polarimetric tran-
sitions.

TABLE II. Relative polarimetric figures of merit.

Target S i(Ec) Si~Emax! Sp(Ec) Sp~Emax!

He 1 9 1 9
Ne 59 232 17 65
Ar 87 709 19 154
Kr 84 312 137 510
Xe 13 443 203 7130
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With hard work, this number might be increased, but it is fair
to say that a practical upper limit onS for optical polarim-
eters is 531027. Herein lies the chief disadvantage of the
optical technique. Mott polarimeters typically have between
two and three orders of magnitude larger values ofS @30#.

As discussed above, the validity of Eq.~1! at energies
belowEc can be checked by measuringh1. We have made
these measurements for all the transitions studied at their
respective values ofEc ; the results are listed in Table III.
Precision measurements of Stokes parameters close to
threshold are difficult because of the low excitation cross
sections. These results typically required about 10 h of data
accumulation for each transition. We were particularly inter-
ested in checking the validity of Eq.~1! for He, where as-
sumptions ofLS-coupling and the neglect of resonances and
spin-orbit effects are expected to be the most justified. Data
were taken for more than 60 h in this case@7#. For all targets,
including Xe, where relativistic effects would be expected to
be the largest,h1 is consistent with zero. We find this to be
surprising, given that typical negative ion resonances in the
heavy noble gases should live significantly longer than their
corresponding fine-structure oscillatory periods. In Ne, we
observe a prominent resonance in the optical excitation func-
tion in immediate proximity toEc @2p5(4s2,3d2)? @21##, but
no corresponding effect in any of the Stokes parameters. This
means that over the energy range of our measurements, i.e.,
between the specified energy minus the width of the incident
beam ~about 0.2 eV! and the energy itself, resonance and
spin-orbit effects are negligible at our level of statistical ac-
curacy. Thus polarimetric measurements can be made using
these transitions with this level of accuracy or better at these
energies, assuming comparable incident electron energy pro-
files.

As a second check on the accuracy of Eq.~1! for the
heavy noble gases, we comparedh2 measurements using tar-
gets of He and Kr to simultaneous Mott scattering asymme-
try measurements.@Krypton was used because of its large
value ofSp(Ec) relative to Ne and Ar. Xenon was too ex-
pensive.# The electron beam first passed through the Mott
polarimeter at 20 keV, where an asymmetryAMott was deter-
mined after proper background subtraction@22#. 200-Å-thick
gold films backed by Formvar were used as Mott scattering
targets, and electrons which had lost up to 300 eV in the
target were detected. The asymmetryAMott is given byPSeff ,
whereSeff is the ‘‘effective Sherman function’’~or analyzing
power! of the device@30#. Subsequently, after 90° spin rota-
tion ~Fig. 1!, the optical polarimeter measuredh25A(Ec)P.
Thus either Kr or He measurements could be used to deter-
mineSeff for the Mott polarimeter, sinceh3 andh2 are mea-
sured, andg andb are exactly calculable atEc :

Seff5
AMott

P
5

A~Ec!

h2~Ec!
. ~5!

Agreement between the values ofSeff measured with Kr and
He constitutescircumstantialevidence for the validity of Eq.
~1! for both targets; it is unlikely that relativistic effects
would cause the breakdown of Eq.~1! for both targets in
such a way that the individual deviations would lead seren-
dipitously to agreement between the twoSeff results. Using
He,Seff was measured to be 0.147860.001260.0012, where
the first uncertainty is due to counting statistics, and the sec-
ond is a systematic uncertainty resulting from the measure-
ments ofh3 and the optical constants of the polarizing ele-
ments. With Kr, we obtainSeff50.143460.000760.0039.
These numbers differ by 3.0%, and essentially agree with
each other at the level of one standard deviation of the com-
bined uncertainties.

We believe that with a more thorough analysis and char-
acterization of our optical polarimeter, the systematic uncer-
tainties associated with Stokes parameter measurements can
be pushed below the level of 0.5% of the polarization value.
Also, replacement of the effusive target with a static gas cell
would increase the target areal density by at least two orders
of magnitude, meaning that uncertainties due to counting sta-
tistics should be reduced by an order of magnitude. For this
reason, we believe that ultimate limits on the accuracy with
which such measurements can be made will be imposed by
the optical polarimetry, as well as other potential systematic
effects associated with, e.g., negative-ion resonances, mag-
netic fields~causing precession of the excited target states!,
spurious backgrounds, especially from other atomic transi-
tions, and possible energy dependence ofP within the
incident-electron-beam width@31#.

IV. SUMMARY

This work has demonstrated the superiority of the heavy
noble gases to helium as targets for optical electron polarim-
etry. The heavy noble gases have three major advantages:
larger overall excitation cross sections, larger analyzing pow-
ers, and~with the exception of Xe! larger gaps between the
threshold energy for excitation and the threshold energy for
production of the first cascading states. These factors cause
the heavy noble gas targets to have figures of merit between
one and two orders of magnitude larger than those of He.
Moreover, we have shown that at a level of better than 0.01
~Table III!, the heavy noble gases appear to be unaffected by
spin-orbit or resonance effects at the energy where the most
accurate measurement ofP can be made without calibration,
Ec . Our studies comparing He and Kr transitions using the
Mott polarimeter corroborate this at a level of accuracy bet-
ter than 0.004.

It is clear that further improvements in the accuracy of
this technique will occur primarily as a result of improved
optical polarimetry. It is our hope that in the future, we will
be able to make Stokes parameter measurements to better
than 0.5% of the polarization value. At this level, deviations
from Eq. ~1! due to resonances and spin-orbit effects may
become observable, especially given the fact that resonance
lifetimes are comparable to or longer than the fine-structure
oscillatory periods of these systems. Another potential prob-

TABLE III. Values of the linear polarization fractionh1 mea-
sured at the first cascade threshold energyEc .

Target h1(Ec)

He 0.0009~11!
Ne 20.0002~12!
Ar 20.0021~35!
Kr 0.0037~48!
Xe 0.0049~85!
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lem for the optical technique at this level would arise from
trying to characterize certain types of GaAs sources whose
beams have a strong energy dependence ofP within the
beam energy profile@31#. In these cases, the strong energy
dependence ofI d(E) near threshold would have to be taken
into account to extract an average value ofP.

Future work in our lab will concentrate on improving the
optical polarimetry required by these analyzers and the de-
velopment of devices that can be used in a variety of experi-
ments and configurations.
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